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MarineAware is a dispersion modelling 

and visualisation platform for identifying, 

analysing and mitigating oil spills. When 

integrated with detection capabilities 

and environmental sensitivity datasets, it 

provides an end-to-end decision support 

tool for effective oil spill response.

MarineAware performs probabilistic simulation 

and source identification through an intuitive 

web-based front end. By forecasting the 

location and size of a spillage and its potential 

impacts on the coastline, MarineAware allows 

users to accurately predict how incidents 

facing them will develop. 

With baseline global coverage, and the 

ability to enhance the modelling with 

detailed local area forecasts, the software 

can be leveraged by stakeholders across 

the world including governments, oil & 

gas companies, private oil spill clean-up 

organisations, ports, ship route planners and 

insurance companies.

OVERVIEW

MarineAware was developed 

as part of the Earth and Sea 

Observation System (EASOS) project. Led by 

the Satellite Applications Catapult as part of the 

UK Space’s Agency’s International Partnership 

Programme (IPP), EASOS is providing the Malaysian 

Government with actionable intelligence for fast, 

effective oil spill response.

As part of EASOS, Riskaware worked with Plymouth 

Marine Laboratory (PML) to integrate their automatic 

oil spill detection functionality into the MarineAware 

platform. PML’s algorithm uses SAR imagery from 

Copernicus’s Sentinel-1 and other satellites to provide 

regular monitoring of the seas around Malaysia and 

give vital advance warning of oil spills.

Together, Riskaware and PML were able to provide a 

fully-automated oil spill detection, identification and 

forecasting capability to the Malaysian government, 

which was branded EASOS Marine Watch.

CREDENTIALS



Web-based and remotely accessible, with no 

software or hardware installation required

Simple and responsive user interface

Customisable and automatic oil spill notifications

Identification of candidate vessels responsible 

for spillage

APIs allow integration with third-party functionality 

FEATURES

Users can mitigate oil spills quickly and effectively

In-built product flexibility means customers pay 

for what they need

Common information platform for optimising 

stakeholder collaboration

Consultancy available to provide in-depth 

investigations into specific events
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MarineAware is underpinned by a fully integrated 

and independently validated model. This can 

predict the dispersion of an oil slick several days 

beyond when it was reported or detected. 

MarineAware records all reported oil slicks and 

provides filtering through its user interface to help 

users prioritise response to current oil slicks and 

find historic incidents of interest. It is also possible 

to define theoretical oil slicks for “what-if” analysis. 

This type of analysis allows the environmental, 

economic and social impact of potential spills to be 

assessed for insurance evaluation and ship route-

planning in environmentally sensitive areas. 

MarineAware can work with satellite-based detection 

systems, such as those provided by PML for the 

EASOS project, and MDA’s widely used Oil Tracker™ 

service, to provide automatic detection of oil. 

Datasets from environmental sensitivity and 

economic impact studies can also be utilised by 

MarineAware’s modelling and user interface to 

further enhance the situational awareness it provides.

SOFTWARE DETAIL

Riskaware is a leading incident modelling solutions 

provider. With over 20 years’ experience working with 

global government departments and science-led R&D 

partners, we deliver actionable insight on environmental, 

human and security challenges worldwide. Our scalable 

incident modelling platform solutions offer superior 

situational awareness and critical decision support to 

government and commercial organisations.
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